Parlez-vous?
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ACROSS

1 Ship’s docking space
5 Vice President Burr
10 Middle Ages invader
15 Open wide
19 Round dance
20 Encampment
21 Likeness
22 Noncuperative
23 Eagerly anticipating
24 Ora pro __________
25 Far from cool
26 Little brook
27 Final outcome
29 Dignified woman; Fr.
31 Crime lab materials
32 “Winnie ___ Pu”
34 Bulldog of New Haven
35 Holy wars
38 Proceeds
39 Parade strutters
44 Got out of bed, e.g.
45 Director Lubitsch
46 Havens
47 Part of A & P
49 Calendar abbreviation
50 Flaxlike fiber
52 Blundered
53 Ballpoint pen inventor
54 A Truman
56 Pseudonym
59 Thor, Odin, et al.
60 Station
62 In the ___ of: surrounded by
63 Marzipan source
64 Descendants of Esau
67 Honey-maker
68 ___-on-Hudson, NY
70 English Channel port
71 Intrigues
73 Harmonizing tones
74 Discredits
75 Temporary lodging
78 Elusive
81 Spot for an icicle
82 Borgone role
83 Very poor
85 Also
87 Initial, for short
88 Rouen Cathedral painter
90 Has deep feelings for
92 Scary quality
94 Went too fast
95 Customer
96 Roark’s Brian
97 Affair of honor
98 I toppers
99 Fixed price meal

105 Type of novel
110 Rames of old films
111 Old region of Anatolia
112 Mimicking
113 One of the lagomorphs
114 Vivid color display
115 Perfume ingredient
116 Seed coating

DOWN

1 Roe source
2 Theater box
3 “___ horse”; locomotive
4 Thailand temples
5 Anchises and Aphrodite’s son
6 Elements smallest unit
7 Dramatist David
8 Obstinate or dogmatic
9 Snuggles
10 Tint
11 Omni vincto ___
12 So long, in Soho
13 Not far
14 Handled over
15 Howie of hockey
16 Soprano’s song
17 ___ Sunday
18 Vogue rival
28 Ouida’s “___ Two Flags”
30 Architect’s annexes
33 D-Day craft
35 Door part
36 Dies ___: L.
37 Appetizer
38 Stern
39 Convex molding
40 Hospitality
41 “___ the pale moon rising ___”
42 Justification for existence
43 Kind of quartet
45 Make a scene
48 “The ___ Prayer”
51 Make ___ of: record
52 Firstborn
53 Soil with mud
55 Always, in Roma
57 Personify
58 St. Peter’s statue
59 Counter tenor voice
61 Apple seeds, e.g.
63 Burned completely
64 Ford model
65 Swell or expand
66 Steeples, say
69 TV series “Green ___”
72 Actor, playwright Tracy
75 Window part
76 Wrappers, of sorts
77 Walter or Willis
79 Aquatic diving bird
80 Eddie of the Senators
82 Odes sung by one
84 Crimean conference site
87 Rich source
88 Sch. of Baton Rouge
89 Run
91 Chess great
93 Have reference to
95 Line dances
97 “The Wreck of the Mary ___”
98 Beatrice’s lover
99 Expression
100 Inter: ___
101 Voting group
102 Party giver, e.g.
103 Aware of: sl
104 Level at Candlestick
106 Waterfall fallout
107 Superman’s flame
108 White-tailed eagles
109 Bold deed
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